Mealey Publications

Born out of a desire to inform

Mealey Publications Inc. was founded in 1984 with a report on asbestos, at a time when asbestos litigation was changing the face of American law. Since then, Mealey’s has provided timely, comprehensive reports on the most topical issues facing the litigation community.

Mealey’s reports—now also available online—are written by journalists, including many from daily newspapers. With over 40 titles in the areas of toxic torts, insurance, drugs and medical devices, intellectual property, health care, employment, and international arbitration, Mealey’s has gained a stellar reputation for fast, balanced reporting—providing plaintiff, defense and insurance counsel with current, highly targeted legal news reports.

As a tremendous complement to its editorial products, Mealey’s offers CLE programs that quickly have become known for giving high-quality presentations featuring industry experts.

For More Information:

Contact Your LexisNexis™ Representative

Or Call 1-800-543-6862
Mealey’s Litigation Reports

The news you need—when you need it

Mealey Publications provides targeted legal news reports that are invaluable to plaintiff, defense, insurance, and in-house counsel. These reports provide concise, unbiased accounts of events in the litigation (e.g., trials, court rulings, decisions, appeals). Mealey’s staff of legal news editors selects, compiles and summarizes the most significant developments in the litigation—saving attorneys hours of research time. Mealey’s readers can be confident they know all the latest news, and that they are fully prepared to represent their clients.

Mealey’s provides summaries of cases, and gives readers the full text of significant documents so they can read all the details for themselves—delivered right to their desks in every issue. Mealey’s also frequently publishes documents that are not available online, or are hard to get from other sources—like trial transcripts, jury instructions and forms, settlement agreements, and arbitration awards.

INSURANCE

Mealey’s Litigation Report: INSURANCE tracks declaratory judgment actions regarding coverage for litigation arising from long-tail claims—including environmental contamination and latent damage and injury allegedly caused by asbestos, toxic chemicals and fumes, lead, breast implants, medical devices, construction defects and more. Key issues: allocation, occurrence, “suit,” pollution exclusions, choice of law, discovery, duty to defend and notice.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: DISABILITY INSURANCE tracks the burgeoning number of disputes involving complex disability coverage claims. Topics include: claims for chronic fatigue, chronic pain, stress, psychiatric disabilities, chemical dependency and risk of relapse, plus key issues like “total” disability, own occupation, bad faith, ERISA, and class actions.

Mealey’s EMERGING INSURANCE DISPUTES tracks new areas of coverage liability, novel policy applications, and conflicting policy language interpretations in litigation. Covers sexual harassment and discrimination, assault and battery, professional liability, patent and trademark infringement, construction defects, directors’ and officers’ claims, emotional distress, intentional acts, technology, and insurance business practices.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: REINSURANCE covers the dynamic and high-stakes field of reinsurance law, nationally and internationally, including reinsurance disputes related to insolvency, commutations, arbitrations, and regulatory actions by or against reinsurers and their cedents or retrocessionaires.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: INSURANCE INSOLVENCY covers the legal and financial implications of insurer insolvencies nationally and internationally. Topics include receiverships, rehabilitations and liquidations; court rulings on guaranty association liability and liability of other carriers, including excess insurers and reinsurers; solvency legislation; and suits against officers and directors of insolvent companies.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: INSURANCE BAD FAITH details insurance coverage disputes arising from alleged breaches of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. The topics covered involve third-party and first-party actions, statutory suits, punitive damage claims, coverage denials and delays, the definition of “bad faith” and relevant legislation.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: INSURANCE BAD FAITH reviews civil and criminal cases arising from efforts by policyholders and third parties to defraud insurance carriers. Topics include false and fraudulent claims, arson, reverse bad faith, restitution, RICO, incontestability clauses, material misrepresentation, rescission, qui tam actions and fraud rings. Reports on schemes involving property & casualty, health care, automobile, life, homeowners, and workers’ compensation fraud.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: CALIFORNIA INSURANCE focuses on ever-changing California and federal Ninth Circuit insurance coverage disputes and developments. Topics include California developments in bad faith litigation, earthquake damage coverage, disability insurance, products liability coverage, environmental insurance coverage, mold coverage, asbestos coverage, aviation litigation coverage and entertainment law.

Mealey’s INSURANCE PLEADINGS gives you the groundbreaking arguments presented in the actual briefs filed in landmark coverage cases and declaratory judgment actions filed regarding new underlying mass tort litigation. Presents insurance coverage law from the unique perspective of the voices of those involved in coverage battles—whether it is coverage for toxic tort claims, employment claims, e-commerce claims, intentional acts, D&O claims, or other emerging areas of insurance law, you’ll find a wide range of filings from the hottest insurance coverage cases. Complaints, briefs, motions, affidavits, and deposition transcripts are digested and summarized.

Mealey’s BUSINESS INTERRUPTION INSURANCE covers business interruption insurance claims in the aftermath of the September 11th tragedies—claims that will pose a great challenge for insurance policyholders and insurance coverage litigators. The report delivers the latest, most important business interruption insurance litigation news, including coverage of Sept. 11-related claims, computer viruses, computer failures, and natural disasters.

Mealey’s continually adds new reports on topical issues. Contact your LexisNexis representative or visit Mealey Publications on LexisNexis at www.lexis.com.
TOXIC TORTS

Mealey’s EMERGING TOXIC TORTS focuses on the hottest areas of toxic tort litigation, including: chemical sensitivity; indoor air quality; groundwater, soil and air contamination; radiation; workplace exposure; fiberglass; pesticides; solvents; latex gloves; EMFs; MTBE; endocrine disruptors; and more. The report provides in-depth coverage of medical monitoring, fear of cancer/disease, stigma damages, expert admissibility, federal preemption, class actions, punitive damages and market share theory.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: ASBESTOS offers unsurpassed coverage of litigation arising from asbestos-related injury and death. Key issues include: massive class action settlements involving present and future claimants; state and federal verdicts, medical monitoring claims, suits against the tobacco industry, discovery battles, discovery rule decisions, insurance coverage rulings, and asbestos property decisions.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: LEAD follows litigation brought against property owners and managers on behalf of children, suits brought against the lead pigment industry, environmental cleanup actions, insurance coverage disputes, legislation and regulation. Decisions, verdicts, settlements, and significant new filings are featured.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: MTBE tracks emerging litigation involving MTBE and other gasoline additives, including new complaints, discovery disputes, rulings, trials, class actions, settlements, and regulatory developments. Topics include: property damages, stigma damages, product liability, clean-up costs, negligence and conspiracy claims, deceptive business practices, and relevant medical studies.

Mealey’s POLLUTION LIABILITY REPORT covers litigation brought under the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) and other federal and state environmental statutes including RCRA, the Clean Air Act, and the Clean Water Act. Topics include: lender liability, retroactivity, arranger liability, successor liability, cost recovery, and underground storage tank and MTBE actions.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: TOBACCO provides news and crucial documentation concerning tobacco and nicotine litigation, tracking every detail of significant cases from initial filing to final appeal. Monitors class action developments, rulings on tobacco industry documents, proposed settlements, environmental tobacco smoke, individual suits, asbestos trusts’ claims, health plan actions, regulation and preemptive suits, medical studies, legislation and international news.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: MOLD tracks the rapidly growing area of mold-related litigation and workers’ compensation claims. Coverage includes concise summaries of new complaints, national news roundups, breaking litigation developments, regulatory activity, trial updates, full-text court documents, and expert commentaries.

Mealey’s ASBESTOS BANKRUPTCY REPORT provides in-depth news and analysis of asbestos bankruptcy law and the progress of bankrupt asbestos companies through the ever-evolving Chapter 11 process. Topics include insurance issues, impacts on settlements, how asbestos bankruptcies are affecting the landscape of the litigation, and which companies may be forced to file for Chapter 11 protection in the future.

Mealey’s ARSENIC & CCA REPORT is the first and only report to focus specifically on emerging litigation involving arsenic contamination and liability suits concerning CCA-treated wood, with case summaries on recently filed lawsuits, the latest unearthed litigation discovery, defenses, novel theories of recovery, medical monitoring claims, and much more. Topics addressed include issues of failure to warn, negligence of testing, environmental contamination cleanup, construction defect, and insurance liability.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: SILICA is at the forefront of tracking emerging litigation surrounding silicosis and workplace silica exposure as well as related respirator and filter product liability suits. The current spike in litigation has caused concern among blasting equipment corporations, foundry companies, respirator manufacturers and insurers. Recent jury awards ranging in the millions of dollars to victims of silicosis and their families give credence to the idea that the upswing in such cases will continue.

SEcurities

Mealey’s EMERGING SECURITIES LITIGATION provides comprehensive coverage of lawsuits against stockbrokers, accounting firms, brokerages, and financial analysts as well as class actions related to IPOs from state and federal courtrooms across the country. Securities litigation topics regularly covered in the report include corporate fraud, fiduciary duties to shareholders, bankruptcy issues, 401(k) and pension implications, causation questions, Daubert issues, damage calculations, debt bondholder implications, and the hot area of accountant liability in the securities context.
DRUGS AND MEDICAL DEVICES

Mealey's EMERGING DRUGS & DEVICES covers cases involving a variety of prescription drugs, implants and devices. Duract, Parlodel, Synthroid and fen-phen are among the drugs tracked. Medical devices covered include heart catheters, breast implants, heart valves, intraocular lenses, jaw implants, joint replacements, latex gloves, pacemakers, pedicle screws, penile implants, and surgical lasers.

Mealey's Litigation Report: FEN-PHEN/REDUX provides detailed coverage of the litigation surrounding fen-phen, Redux and other diet drugs. The report covers new filings, class actions, MDL proceedings, trials, settlements, rulings, medical studies, FDA activity and more.

Mealey's Litigation Report: LATEX provides detailed coverage of latex sensitization litigation including the multi-district litigation, new suits, discovery disputes, trials, settlements and regulatory actions. Topics covered include product identification, statute of limitations, failure to warn, distributor liability, expert testimony and much more.

Mealey's Litigation Report: DIABETES DRUGS tracks the litigation surrounding Rezulin and other diabetes drugs currently under legal and scientific scrutiny. The report covers new suits, class actions, MDL developments, trials, settlements, rulings, medical studies, FDA activity and more.

Mealey's Litigation Report: EPHEDRA/PPA tracks every facet of the growing area of litigation resulting from injuries and deaths associated with the over-the-counter decongestant and appetite suppressant, phenylpropanolamine (PPA), and the chemically similar weight-loss herb, ephedra. The report offers true litigation reporting of new complaints, answers, discovery motions, appeals, trials, verdicts, and settlements. Also covers the latest regulatory news.

Mealey's Litigation Report: BAYCOL® tracks the litigation surrounding Baycol and other statin-based anti-cholesterol drug cases. Since the voluntary withdrawal of Bayer’s Baycol and Lipobay brand cerivastatin anti-cholesterol drugs, numerous complaints have been filed. The report will cover hard-to-find filings, new complaints, class actions, MDL developments, trial updates and more.

Mealey's Litigation Report: THIMEROSAL & VACCINES tracks lawsuits nationwide claiming autism and other neurological defects were caused by exposure to the mercury-containing preservative thimerosal in vaccines. Mealey's helps litigators and insurance professionals stay abreast of thimerosal and other vaccine-related litigation in state and federal courts, as well as the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Program. Coverage includes recently filed lawsuits, the latest unearthed discovery, defenses, novel theories of recovery, medical monitoring claims, medical studies, and more.

INTELECTUAL PROPERTY / TECHNOLOGY

Mealey's Litigation Report: INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY covers all areas of IP litigation including copyright, patent, trademark, trade dress, trade secret and unfair competition disputes, both in courts and before administrative bodies. Coverage also includes issues related to the Internet and disputes over insurance coverage for intellectual property suits.

Mealey's Litigation Report: PATENTS covers the highly-specialized area of patent litigation, from the district courts to the Federal Circuit to the U.S. Supreme Court. Topics include infringement, claim interpretation, biotechnology issues, affirmative defenses, jurisdiction, discovery and insurance coverage.

Mealey's Litigation Report: COPYRIGHT offers timely and practical analysis on the hot issues in copyright law, including court decisions, new suits, settlements, trials, and full-text court documents.

Mealey's Litigation Report: TRADEMARKS offers specialized, in-depth coverage of trademark litigation, including infringement, the Lanham Act, Internet issues, trade dress, trade secrets, unfair competition, insurance coverage, and more.

Mealey's CYBER TECH & E-COMMERCE covers disputes arising from e-commerce and tracks emerging legal issues, including: Internet security, data destruction and/or alteration, defamation on the Web, software errors, hardware failure, electronic theft, e-mail trespass, and new insurance products.

Mealey's continually adds new reports on topical issues. Contact your LexisNexis representative or visit Mealey Publications on LexisNexis at www.lexis.com.
LITIGATION REPORTS

Mealey’s DAUBERT REPORT covers the interpretation, adoption and/or rejection of the Supreme Court’s landmark expert admissibility ruling, Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceutical Inc. As the nation’s jurisdictions grapple with so-called “junk science” testimony, this monthly newsletter offers subscribers the latest key rulings in this contentious component of civil and criminal litigation.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: CLASS ACTIONS focuses exclusively on the hottest trends, rulings, verdicts, and settlements in class action litigation. The report covers mass torts and beyond, including consumer law, employment law, securities litigation, and e-commerce disputes. Provides hard-to-find filings, class certification rulings, attorney fee news, new complaints, notice plans, national news roundups, breaking news, concise case summaries, and trial updates.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: PRODUCT LIABILITY & RISK is a one-stop resource for trial court updates, appellate court news, verdict and settlement reporting, product watch coverage and legal commentary from leading litigation experts. Topics covered include genetically engineered products, child products, auto industry products, products alleged to have caused endocrine disruption, and much more.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: AUTOMOTIVE PRODUCT LIABILITY is devoted exclusively to in-depth coverage of all aspects of this important field. The Report will cover crashworthiness litigation, tire separation and seat belt defect cases, and the ever-increasing claims involving air bag deployment. You’ll also find the latest news on class actions, settlement negotiations, insurance-related matters, and much more. Each edition of the Report will be brimming with new filings and complaints, national news roundups, breaking news, concise summaries, and trial updates.

Mealey’s CALIFORNIA SECTION 17200 REPORT monitors litigation and provides legislative updates on California’s Unfair Competition Law. This monthly report will offer readers hard-to-find filings and briefs, new complaints, breaking news, concise case summaries, and trial updates. All major cases involving Section 17200 of the state’s Business and Professions Code will be reported, including those dealing with insurance, employment, consumer law, the Internet, telecommunications, securities, fraud, product liability, the environment, health care, and many more.

EMPLOYMENT LAW

Mealey’s Litigation Report: EMPLOYEE COMPENSATION tracks the exploding area of employee compensation litigation. The Report features timely coverage of new cases, pleadings, trials, settlements, and rulings from jurisdictions throughout the country. Hard-to-find documents will be published. You’ll also find in-depth reporting on cases involving overtime pay, FMLA, exemptions, FLSA, state wage and hour and leave laws, record keeping, reporting, minimum wage, hazard pay, retaliation, back pay, independent contractors, medical leave, and much more!

Mealey’s Litigation Report: EMPLOYER LIABILITY INSURANCE tracks insurance coverage litigation arising from employment issues like sexual harassment, age discrimination, wrongful termination, the Americans with Disabilities Act, workplace violence, gender discrimination, pension and 401(k) fiduciary duty and more. This dynamic topic fits well into Mealey’s proven insurance litigation reporting format, lending itself to coverage of new cases, pleadings, trials and rulings from jurisdictions nationwide.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: ERISA provides companies and litigators with an essential tool to follow this fast-evolving and expanding arena with breaking news and in-depth case summaries on all aspects of ERISA litigation. Each issue features hard-to-find filings, new complaints, news roundups, breaking news, full-text court documents and expert commentary. Topics include issues of preemption, fiduciary duty, subrogation, right to reimbursement, multi-employer plans, insurance policy coverage, successor liability, equitable estoppel, and interpretation of plans.

Mealey’s continually adds new reports on topical issues. Contact your LexisNexis representative or visit Mealey Publications on LexisNexis at www.lexis.com.
Mealey’s Litigation Report: CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS tracks the growing area of construction defect litigation, including cases involving water intrusion, building settlement, concrete corrosion, mold and other defects.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: NURSING HOME LIABILITY provides attorneys, insurers, facility risk managers and regulators with a practical, in-depth guide to every facet of the rapidly growing arena of nursing home liability litigation. Coverage includes details of innovative tactics being used in groundbreaking cases, the full text of new filings, “insider” trial reports and much more.

Mealey’s International Arbitration Quarterly Law Review publishes thought-provoking commentary articles authored by arbitrators, scholars and attorneys with first-hand knowledge of the complex field of commercial dispute resolution. Each issue contains analytical discussions and practical insights on current case law, new treaties and statutes, arbitration principles, dispute resolution techniques, and more from our prestigious international authors.

Mealey’s MANAGED CARE LIABILITY REPORT details legal battles arising from the sweeping and controversial changes in the U.S. health care system. Topics include direct and vicarious liability theories, ERISA preemption, coverage denials, negligent credentialing, Medicare/Medicaid fraud and abuse, disclosure, financial incentives, and trade practices.

Mealey’s INTERNATIONAL ARBITRATION REPORT examines arbitration and related litigation in courts world-wide. Covers enforcement, jurisdictional disputes, forum selection, use of experts by arbitral parties, judicial supervision, the Iran-U.S. Claims Tribunal, the United Nations Compensation Commission, and events of interest at arbitration institutions around the globe.

Mealey’s Litigation Report: CONSTRUCTION DEFECTS tracks the growing area of construction defect litigation, including cases involving water intrusion, building settlement, concrete corrosion, mold and other defects.

Mealey’s Online

Just a click away—whenever, wherever

All Mealey content is posted on LexisNexis at www.lexis.com within hours of release by Mealey’s professional editorial team. This content includes links to images of court documents, including court briefs, motions and complaints. These documents—a popular component of Mealey content—are invaluable when you draft or review documents for your case, advise a client, craft a defense, or prepare arguments for court.

You also get instant e-mail delivery of the latest news in your practice area—delivered right to your desktop—in an easy, printable format ready for distribution.